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Abstract

In 358 participants of the Tasmanian Healthy Brain Project,
we quantified the cognitive consequences of engaging in
varying loads of university-level education in later life, and
investigated whether or not BDNF Val66Met affected outcomes.
Assessment of neuropsychological, health, and psychosocial
function was undertaken at baseline, 12-month, and 24-month
follow-up. Education load was positively associated with
change in language processing performance, but this effect
did not reach statistical significance (P = 0.064). The BDNF
Val66Met polymorphism significantly moderated the extent to
which education load was associated with improved language
processing (P = 0.026), with education load having a significant
positive relationship with cognitive change in BDNF Met
carriers but not in BDNF Val homozygotes. In older adults
who carry BDNF Met, engaging in university-level education
improves language processing performance in a load-dependent
manner.
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Methods

Introduction

T

he development of pharmacological
interventions aimed at halting or slowing
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) progression has met
with limited success (1). However, recent evidence does
indicate that dementia risk is partially modifiable, with
low education accounting for a high proportion of the
modifiable dementia risk globally (2). Indeed, an agespecific decline in dementia incidence in the USA over the
past decades was suggested to be partly due to parallel
increases in education level (3). Despite this, few studies
have reported on the cognitive outcomes of increasing
later-life education level in prospective data.
Positive cognitive outcomes resulting from further
education would be partially due to the resulting
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advantageous neural adaptations. The BDNF Val66Met
polymorphism is linked to brain plasticity, with BDNF
Met associated with reduced secretion of BDNF protein
(4) and impaired synaptic plasticity (5). BDNF Met has
also been associated with reduced neural compensatory
mechanisms (6) and more rapid cognitive decline in
preclinical AD (7). BDNF Val66Met is therefore an
important characteristic to examine when assessing the
cognitive outcomes of interventions aimed at reducing
dementia risk.
The Tasmanian Healthy Brain Project (THBP) is an
ongoing longitudinal intervention study investigating
whether engaging in university-level education in mid
to later life is associated with a lower risk of cognitive
decline and dementia (8). In the present study, we sought
to determine the cognitive implications of completing
different loads of university education across a two-year
period. Importantly, our further aim was to examine
whether any identified effect of university education load
was moderated by the BDNF Val66Met polymorphism.
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Participants
The THBP cohort comprises community dwelling
individuals (aged 50-79 years at baseline) who were in
good cognitive and neuropsychological health at study
entry. Participants were recruited from 2011-2014, mostly
resided in the state of Tasmania, Australia, and were
excluded if they had a history of any significant medical,
psychiatric or psychological condition associated with
impairments to cognitive function. THBP intervention
group participants completed at least 12 months of
study at the University of Tasmania, with a minimum
study load of two units of study (equating to 25%
equivalent full-time study load), at an undergraduate
or postgraduate level, completed in a single year. In
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addition, the THBP also recruited participants who met
the inclusion criteria but who, after study entry, did not
engage in the intervention of undertaking universitylevel education. For the purposes of quantifying the
cognitive and health implications of participating in
the intervention, this additional comparison group of
participants was denoted as a control group. Due to the
fundamental issue of personal choice in the selection of
university education, the study was not compatible with
a randomized controlled trial design, and participants
self selected into intervention/control groups.
Comprehensive assessment of neuropsychological, health
and psychosocial function was undertaken at baseline,
12-, and 24-month follow-up (± one month). Greater
detail relating to participant selection and study protocol
for the THBP is published elsewhere (8).
Data from 493 participants were available for this
study. Of these, 73 did not have genetic data available, 15
were excluded due to not being native English speakers,
8 were excluded due to severe symptoms of anxiety
or depression at one or more testing phases, and 39
were excluded due to having missing data or who had
withdrawn from the study prior to completing any
follow-up testing. Participants excluded from the analysis
had significantly lower premorbid IQ and higher HADS
depression scores, in addition to being comprised of a
greater proportion of females, than the final analyzed
sample. The most common reasons for participant
withdrawal were relocating interstate or overseas, and
personal or family illness.

and language processing (WAIS Vocabulary, WAIS
Comprehension, Boston Naming Test) were used.
Trained assessors performed the assessment of all
participants at each study phase.

University-level education load
The web-based application inSite was used to access
each participant’s University of Tasmania academic
record. Details of unit enrolment for each academic year
were then exported, which yielded raw data relating to
annual equivalent full-time study load (EFTSL). For the
purposes of this research, EFTSL data relating to the first
and second academic calendar years since consenting to
participate in the THBP were summed to compute total
24-month education load. An EFTSL of 100% indicates an
annual full-time study load (four units per semester, two
semesters per year), and an EFTSL of 12.5% represents
the typical study load of a single undergraduate unit. For
the purposes of the analysis, control participants were
coded as having an education load of zero.

Proxy estimate of cognitive reserve
A proxy estimate of cognitive reserve (CR) prior
to engaging in the THBP was generated through the
use of a previously developed factor analysis-derived
measure (9). This incorporates data from measures
relating to previous lifetime education, occupational
attainment, intelligence, and participation in cognitively
stimulating activities. Scores representing baseline CR
were calculated using factor analysis-derived regression
coefficients.

Procedure
Participants provided written consent prior to
undertaking each assessment. This research was
conducted in full compliance of NHMRC (Australia)
Human Research Guidelines, was overseen by the
Human Research Ethics Committee (Tasmania) Network,
and complied with the APA ethics standards and the
ethical rules for human experimentation as stated in the
Declaration of Helsinki.

Genotyping
DNA self-collection kits were used to collect saliva
samples (DNA Genotek Inc, Ottawa, ON, Canada), with
APOE and BDNF Val66Met polymorphisms determined
through one-step amplified refractory mutation
system polymerase chain reaction and subsequent gel
electrophoresis using established methods (10, 11). Both
BDNF Val66Met and APOE genotype frequencies did
not deviate from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (P >
0.05). The statistical analysis used BDNF Val66Met (Val
homozygote/Met carrier) as a primary predictor and
APOE (ε4 non carrier/ε4 carrier) as a covariate.

Neuropsychological assessment battery
The full test battery, described in detail elsewhere
(8), incorporated both pencil/paper and computerised
assessments of cognitive functioning. Standardized tests
of episodic memory (Rey Auditory Verbal Learning
Test 1-5 total recall, Logical Memory I immediate recall,
Logical Memory II delayed recall, CANTAB Paired
Associates Learning first trial memory score); working
memory (WAIS Digit Span total recall, WAIS LetterNumber Sequencing total recall, CANTAB Spatial
Working Memory between errors, CANTAB Spatial Span
length); executive function (Stroop trial C - inhibitory
processing, CANTAB Rapid Visual Processing A’ sustained attention, Trail Making Test B - task switching);

Statistical analyses
Education load and baseline CR were standardized,
and continuous covariates were centered. Composite
measures of episodic memory, working memory,
executive function, and language processing were
calculated through principal components analyses
(PCA) of raw baseline cognitive test scores, with single
38
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Table 1. Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics of study participants
Characteristic

BDNF Val/Val (N = 238)

Intervention

Control

BDNF Met+ (N = 120)
Intervention

Control

P

Demographic
N (%)

178 (75)

60 (25)

87 (73)

33 (28)

60.11 (6.83)

62.67 (6.34)

59.36 (6.55)

62.82 (6.33)

.004

116 (65)

41 (68)

61 (70)

16 (49)

.154

WTAR estimated premorbid IQ

113.00 (4.98)

112.85 (4.66)

112.92 (5.86)

112.73 (3.53)

.991

Previous education (years)

14.05 (2.77)

13.37 (2.67)

14.66 (2.65)

13.91 (2.58)

.043

Previous education (range)

8-23

7-21

10-21

9-18

-0.01 (1.02)

-0.19 (0.96)

0.15 (0.96)

-0.01 (1.05)

.251

102.16 (23.80)

102.75 (20.87)

104.09 (21.01)

104.30 (25.83)

.908

DRS-2 AEMSS

12.10 (2.00)

11.98 (2.13)

11.99 (2.00)

11.70 (2.27)

.767

HADS anxiety (raw)

5.04 (3.05)

5.72 (2.79)

4.83 (2.54)

5.18 (2.76)

.301

HADS depression (raw)

2.27 (2.29)

2.60 (2.11)

2.08 (1.77)

3.09 (2.48)

.102

High blood pressure N (%)

37 (21)

14 (23)

20 (23)

9 (27)

.858

High cholesterol N (%)

32 (18)

16 (27)

16 (18)

8 (24)

.454

94.70 (63.64)

-

90.16 (56.46)

-

.572

Faculty of arts enrolment (%)

45

-

50

-

Faculty of science enrolment (%)

15

-

13

-

Other faculty enrolment (%)

40

-

37

-

Age (years)
Female N (%)

Baseline cognitive reserve (Z score)
LEQ total score
Clinical

University education
24-month education load (EFTSL)

Abbreviations: THBP, Tasmanian Healthy Brain Project; WTAR, Wechsler Test of Adult Reading; LEQ, Lifetime of Experiences Questionnaire; EFTSL, equivalent full time
study load; DRS-2 AEMSS, age- and education-corrected Mayo Older American Normative Studies (MOANS) scaled score; HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression
Scale. Note: data represented are mean values (SD) for continuous variables and proportions for categorical variables. High blood pressure and high cholesterol were
determined via self-report.

education load were independent of previous history
of engagement in activities related to CR, baseline CR
(with interactions) was also included as a fixed effect.
Covariates of baseline age, gender, APOE genotype,
and baseline symptoms of anxiety and depression
were included in each model. Participant intercept
was included as a random effect. All models were
fitted separately for each cognitive domain using an
autoregressive repeated covariance type and missing data
were handled through the use of maximum likelihood
estimation. Education load was treated as a continuous
variable in all statistical analyses, but was categorized
into education load tertiles in order to visualize any
continuous education load x time interactions. Due
to the exploratory nature of the study, statistical
significance was determined at an alpha level of 0.05,
and corrections for multiple testing were not computed.
Four linear mixed-effects models were fitted in total,
one for each cognitive outcome, and Cohen’s d statistics
and confidence intervals were calculated to assess the
potential clinical relevance and precision of findings.
All statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS
Statistics v21.

components retained to represent each cognitive domain:
baseline composite scores were generated from the PCA
through the use of standardized regression coefficients;
composite scores for subsequent time points (12-,
24-month follow-up) were calculated by multiplying
baseline-referenced cognitive test Z scores by the
component score coefficients determined through the
baseline PCA. Prior to PCA, individual cognitive tests
with skewed distributions were adjusted using Log10
transformations. Scores within the executive function
domain were inverted so that higher scores represented
better performance.
The main analyses computed a series of pre-specified
linear mixed-effects models (LMM) that assessed
whether education load (Z score) was associated with
change in cognitive domain scores across a 24-month
period, and whether the BDNF Val66Met polymorphism
influenced any effect of education load on cognitive
change. Fixed effects of education load, time, BDNF
Val66Met, education load x time, BDNF Val66Met x
time, education load x BDNF Val66Met, and education
load x BDNF Val66Met x time were included in each
model. To determine whether any predictive effects of
39
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Figure 1. Mean estimated 24-month language processing performance (95% confidence interval), education load and
BDNF Val66Met

Performance for the language processing domain was estimated by linear mixed-effects models that included covariates of baseline age, gender, baseline symptoms of
depression and anxiety, and APOE genotype. Results indicated that language processing performance improved in conjunction with an increasing education load in BDNF
Met carriers, but not in BDNF Val homozygotes. Education load was treated as a continuous variable in all statistical analyses, but was categorized into tertiles in order to
visualize the continuous education load x time interaction. Here, trajectories are stratified by education load tertile groups and presented alongside control participants (no
education) separately for BDNF Val homozygotes (N = 238) and BDNF Met carriers (N = 120).

Results

full time study load, although completed across a twoyear period, in courses predominantly within the faculty
of arts.
LMMs identified multiple significant effects of the
predictors. Performance in episodic memory, working
memory, executive function and language processing
increased across the follow-up time points (P < .001, P
= .011, P < .001 and P = .002, respectively), and was also
higher in accordance with higher baseline CR (P = .018, P
< .001, P < .001, P < .001, respectively). Education load x
time was not significantly associated with performance in
any cognitive domain (P > .05), although a non-significant
positive association was detected in language processing
(P = .064, Cohen’s d = 0.20), indicating improving
language processing performance in accordance with
an increasing education load. A significant effect of
education load x time x BDNF Val66Met was also present
in language processing (P = .026), which indicated
that the association of education load and change in
language processing performance was moderated by
BDNF Val66Met (Figure 1). Here, a positive association
of education load and change in performance was
present in BDNF Met carriers (estimate = 0.089; 95% CI
= 0.018, 0.159; Cohen’s d = 0.27) but absent in BDNF
Val homozygotes (estimate = -0.008; 95% CI = -0.093,
0.077; Cohen’s d = 0.04), demonstrating that language

Complete neuropsychological, covariate, and
education load data were available for 358 participants
at baseline, 314 participants at 12-month follow-up (88%
of baseline sample), and 328 participants at 24-month
follow-up (92% of baseline sample). This study included
682 person-years of follow-up data, and participants had
an average follow-up time of 22.9 months. Characteristics
of the final sample at baseline are presented in Table
1. On average, participants had a greater than high
school education level, had above-average premorbid
intelligence, and were mostly female. Sixty seven
percent of participants were BDNF Val homozygotes
and 33% were BDNF Met carriers, which is an allele
frequency that is similar to that observed in other
unrelated cohorts (6, 7). The intervention group was
younger than the control group, and intervention/Met
carriers reported more years of previous education than
control/Val homozygotes. These differences in baseline
characteristics, which could confound the relationship
between education load and cognitive change, were
accounted for in all statistical analyses by including age
and an estimate of baseline CR as covariates. On average,
intervention participants completed the equivalent of a
40
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processing performance improved in conjunction with
an increasing education load in BDNF Met carriers, but
not in BDNF Val homozygotes. BDNF Val66Met did not
significantly interact with education load to affect the rate
of change in other cognitive domains (P > .05; full results
available in Supplementary Table).

set of results indicates that engaging in activities that
build cognitive reserve throughout adulthood exerts a
more generalized effect to later-life cognitive ability (i.e.
executive functioning), but that education undertaken
during a later phase of life may result in cognitive
changes that are primarily limited to language-related
function.
Whether the identified small positive effect of
university-level education in BDNF Met carriers
accompanies a relative lowering of dementia risk is
unknown. However, a consistent finding from previous
research is that higher lifetime educational attainment
is associated with a lower risk of dementia (2), an effect
often explained through the heightened resilience of brain
networks indicative of higher cognitive reserve. In order
for plasticity to be stimulated within brain networks,
it has been proposed that prolonged engagement
in a cognitively challenging task is required (14) – a
requirement that at least 12 months of university-level
education may satisfy. On the other hand, positive effects
solely within language processing are likely insufficient
to protect against the global cognitive and functional
decline seen in dementia. Indeed, in neither BDNF Val
homozygotes nor BDNF Met carriers were positive effects
of the education intervention observed in relation to the
fluid executive and memory cognitive domains. This
might reduce the immediate relevance of the present
findings to preventing age-related cognitive decline.
However, whether or not longer exposure to universitylevel education, beyond the 24 months of follow-up that
were included in the present study, results in broader
cognitive benefits within fluid cognitive domains is not
yet known.
In terms of mechanism, it is plausible that higher
education loads in BDNF Met carriers exerted a positive
effect on those brain networks that underlie language
processing, in turn possibly increasing cognitive reserve.
At another level, better language processing performance
may represent a basic increase in didactically acquired
knowledge, given that the measurement tools that
comprised the language domain primarily assess word
knowledge and capacity to explain simple and abstract
ideas to others. It is interesting that this effect was not
restricted or influenced by past level of cognitive reserve;
the cognitive benefits of further education in Met carriers
were not dissimilar between those who had higher or
lower pre-existing cognitive reserve, further emphasizing
the generic benefits of education to these carriers. The
present sample, however, would have had higher existing
cognitive reserve than the general population, and
cognitive stimulation-based interventions similar to that
employed here likely lead to greater cognitive benefits
in those individuals who have lower levels of cognitive
functioning (15).
The present study has a number of limitations that
should be acknowledged. First, due to the exploratory
nature of the statistical analyses (i.e. no pre-specified

Discussion
This study investigated the cognitive outcomes of
engaging in an intervention of university-level education
across 24 months in healthy aged participants in the
Tasmanian Healthy Brain Project (THBP). Our main
finding was that the BDNF Val66Met polymorphism
affected whether or not level of engagement in
university education was linked to change in language
processing performance. Specifically, we observed
greater engagement in education to result in increasing
performance in language processing in BDNF Met
carriers, but no association of education load and change
in language processing was observed in BDNF Val
homozygotes. The size of the effect for both the BDNF
Val66Met moderation and for the association of education
load in BDNF Met carriers was within the small range.
No effects of the education intervention, independently
or by interaction with BDNF Val66Met, were identified
in the other cognitive domains of episodic memory,
working memory, and executive function. Overall, these
findings suggest that formal education in later life may
improve crystallized rather than fluid cognitive abilities
in a considerable proportion of the population (i.e., BDNF
Met carriers).
BDNF Val66Met was investigated because of its
impact on brain plasticity (5), and we have recently
shown BDNF Val66Met to interact with existing
cognitive reserve (i.e. level of cognitive reserve at the
baseline THBP assessment) to affect rate of later-life
change in executive function (12). The present study,
however, investigated whether or not the BDNF
Val66Met polymorphism interacts with future activities
that increase cognitive reserve, namely, engagement
in university-level education. This association has
previously been investigated and the BDNF Val66Met
polymorphism was not shown to affect the 48-month
cognitive outcomes of the THBP intervention when
intervention and control participants were compared,
overall (13). Notably, when taking into account the
substantial variance in level of engagement with the
education intervention (i.e., education load), the present
study found a significant effect of the polymorphism.
Here, the language processing trajectories of Met carriers
were significantly related to education load, with each
additional standard deviation of education undertaken
across 24 months resulting in an annual improvement
of 0.09 standard deviations in performance (Figure 1). In
contrast, education load did not affect the rate of change
in language processing in BDNF Val homozygotes. This
41
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primary cognitive outcome, no alpha adjustment for
multiple comparisons), the present findings should
be considered as hypothesis generating rather than as
hypothesis supporting. Further support for the effects
reported here is needed from other cohorts, as well as
from future analyses of the THBP sample over longer
follow-up periods. Second, our sample consisted
primarily of high-functioning adults, with a mean
estimated IQ at baseline of 113 and 14 years of previously
completed education. This limits the immediate
implications of this study to comparably educated
individuals. Third, excluding the BDNF Met carrier
controls, age-related decline in cognitive performance
was not observed across the follow-up period, with scores
tending to increase, even among control participants. This
may partly reflect practice effects and similar patterns
of cognitive change have been reported among healthy
control participants of other intervention studies (16).
Fourth, due to the fundamental issue of personal choice
in the selection of university-level education, the study
was not compatible with a randomized controlled
trial design. Therefore, we are unable to rule out the
possibility that participants who had already experienced
subclinical decline in verbal abilities self-selected into the
control group.
In conclusion, this study is the first to prospectively
report a load-dependent benefit of later-life engagement
in education to the cognitive function of older adults,
restricted to BDNF Met carriers. This is preliminary
evidence of a potentially useful role for university
education in improving the cognitive functioning of welleducated genetically at-risk populations. Further work
within the THBP will determine whether this beneficial
effect in BDNF Met carriers is sufficient to attenuate their
long-term risk for general cognitive decline and dementia.

standards and the ethical rules for human experimentation as stated in the
Declaration of Helsinki.
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